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OHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM 
The speoific purpose of this investigation is to relate two 
apparently dist1not phenomena, the critical flicker frequency 
( OFF ),1 variably known as the flicker fusion threshold ( FP! ),2 
and the flicker fusion frequency ( FP.P ),3 with the M8ller-Lyer 
illusion. fhe critical flicker trequency may tor the purposes 
ot this study be derined .s "the rate ot presentation or the 
successive stimuli which is just necessary to produce complete 
tuslon,"~ or "the number or light-dark cyoles per seoond at whioh 
a physically intermittent light 1s ~ust perceived as a steady 
light,·' whereas the Maller-Lyer illusion is defined as "an 
1 A. Dondero, P.R. Bo~ata.tter, and J.P. O' Oonnorl "Criti-
cal Flicker Frequenc7 in Light-and Dark Adaptation,· i.. Gen. 
Pszchol" LVIII (19$8), 11-16. 
2 santord Goldstone, "Flioker Fusion Measurements and 
Anx1ety Level,· i. !!2L PSlchol., XL (1955>, 200.202, 
3 E. SiNonson B. Bnser and s.a, Blankenstatn, • The In-
tluence or Age on tt. Pusion Jrequency ot Flicker,· J. !!E.. 
'!IChol., XXIX (1941), 2$2-255. -
4 W.B. lAlka-Elder, T,xtbook or 2Pthalmologz, I, ( St. LouieJ 
1940 ), p. 949. 
, J. Brozek and A. Key., "Ohanges in Flicker-FUsion Fre-
quency with Age,· bqonal;t. PSlebol., IX (1945), 87. 
1 
2 
illusion ot visual space perception, in which two physically 
equal distances appear unequal, due to the partial enclosure ot 
one distance and an apparent widening of the other lines, arrow. 
heads. n6 
That a relationship between the oritical flicker frequency 
and the Mliller-Lyer illusion, either positive or negative, seems 
plausible m&7 be seen from a rnnnber ot tacts. First ot all, the 
critical flicker frequency decreases with age, as reported by 
Brozek and Keys,7 Simonson, Enzer, and Blankensteln,8 and 
Misiak,9 10 while the Maller-Lyer illusion either decreases with 
age, as reported by Binet, Van Biervliet, Rivers, and Plntner 
and Anderson, or 1ner6as~s with age, as reported by Oramaussel,ll 
and Hartmann and Triche.12 Certain of the a.t:'ore-mentloned 
studies will be desoribed at a more appropriate plaoe (Review 
• 
6 R. C. Warren, Dictionarl 2!.. Psychology (Boston,1934), p.llB 
7 Brozek and Keys, pp. 87-90. 
8 Simonson, }~nzer, and Blankensteln, PP. 252-255. 
9 H. M;81ak, n~ ~ Sex Differenoes in Critical Flicker 
Frequency, i. ~.' "!l0ho1., XXXVII (1947), .318-332. 
10 H. Mis1ak, "The Decrease ot Critioal Flicker Frequency 
with Age, n Soience, CXIlI (1951), 551-552. 
11 Sister Annette Walters, "A Genetic Study of Geometrical-
Optical Illusions," Genet. Psyohol. Monogr., XXV (1942), 142-
143. 
12 G. w. Hartmann and A Triche, "A D1rferential Suscept1-
bilit7 ot Children and Adults, ft J. Genet. PSlohol., XXXXII (19.33J, 498. _ .. 
ot the Literature). 
Seoondly, both phenomena under oonsideration are generally 
oonsidered as oentrally organized, Fred H. Ireland1) £ound it 
neoessary to postulate some oentral mechanism of the brain to 
account tor binooular OFF shitts. He summarized both the con-
clusion and the basis upon whioh it is founded as tollows: 
Results indicate olearly that, oompared to monocular OFF, 
the OFF to~ binocular in-phase stimulation is relatively 
higher while that for b1nooul~ out ot phase stimulation is 
reliabiy lower. In view ot these frequenoy shifts, obtained 
during binocular stimulation, it seema necessary to postulate 
some interaotion between the two eyes, an interaction whioh 
seems possible only by way of some oentral meohanism of the 
bra1n.J4 
As regards the optical illusions (inoluding tl~ M!ller-Lyer 
illusion), Postman and Egan state the following: tl ... __ One thing 
stands out olearly tram what we know about perceptual prooesses: 
The retinal image is only a first step in the peroeptual 
prooesses."lS 
Very reoently, Munn16 defined any illusion oentrally as a 
"false" perception. 
13 Fred H. Ireland, "A Comparison of Critical Flioker Fre-
quenof under Oonditions ot Monooular and Binooular Stimulation," l. ~. Psyohol., XXIX (19S0), 284. 
14 8 ibid., 2 6. 
lS L. Postman and J. P. Egan, ~erimental Psyohologz (New 
York, 1949, p.170. 
16 N. L. l-1unn, pS~Ohology: The Fundamentals or Human 
Adjustment (Boston, 1 56), p.322. -
4 
The underlying a1m ot this study will then be to test the 
above stated assertion by the use ot the obtained ooefficient 
ot oorrelation. 
Besides the above stated a1ms, it is the author 1s intention 
to formulate a satiation theory explaining the critioal flioker 
frequenoy in terns at its obtained relationship with the Mftller-
Lyer illusion. 
Empirically stated the hypothesis ot this study is a8 
tollows: There does exist at least a moderate oorrelation (.40 
and upwards)l? between the oritical flioker frequency and the 
MBl1er-Lyer illusion. 
17 J.P. Guilford, Pundamental.;Stat1stlc8.!n 'goholoQ !E! 
Eduoation (New York, 19;6), p. ~. 
OHAPTER II 
REVIEW OJ' THE LITERA1'lJRE 
Experimentally the study of flioker fusion began with the 
paper entitled "Experiments on L1ght," which was read by its 
authop, Benr:y Fox Talbot, M.P., F.R.S., before the Royal Society 
of London on June 9, 1834.18 In this paper he formulated what 
is now known as Talbot IS law, a principle later confirmed by 
Plateau in 1935.19 It states the nov well_estab118hed20 principle 
that "at a h1gh rate ot repet1tion, flashes lose their ident1ty 
and the .ensation ia that of a uniform illumination of a level 
equivalent to that produ~ed it the total amount of 11ght were 
equally distributed in time."21 
18 O. Landis "Something About. Flioker Fusion,· Scient1fic 
MontblX' LXXIII tNovember 19S1), 309. 
19 ibid. 
20 R.S. Woodworth and H. Schlosberg, .§?g?er1menta1 Ps,chology 
(Hew York, 1945), P. 382. 
21 S.H. Bartley, V,siOR' ! Studz 2t~ Baais,(New York, 
1941), p. 118. 
6 
T.he next important scient1tic advance in the area ot flioker 
fusion was the tormulation of the Perry-Porter law22 which atates 
that "the critloal fllcker frequency i8 directly proportional 
to the logarithm ot the llght tntenaity."2) In 1892 Perry stated 
this law in the following manner I "Retinal persistence vari •• 
inveraely as the logarithm of the lumlnoaity,"24 While Porter 
phrased the same principle aa followsl "The speed with Whioh the 
discs must be driven in order that flicker may just vanish varies 
directly with the logarithm of the illumination of the dis08."2$ 
1'hus, the higher the intenai ty ot light, the higher the ori tical 
flicker trequenc7. Tb1s rela tionahip is valid, however, only 
under certain speoial conditions. It holds over moderate ranges 
of illumination of the test objeot when the image i8 restricted 
22 Landis. p. 309 .. 
23 O.H. Beat and B.B. Taylor, The 'hiSi010giCal Baais ~ 
Medigal Praotlce (Balttmore, 1950);JP. 1 6t. · 
24 Eztvin S. Fer17, "Persistence ot Vislon, It American Journal 
of kiene •• XLIV (1892 h 207. • 
25 T.C. Porter, "Oontributions to the Study of Flicker," 
Proceedtnd 9! ~ RoX .. 1 Socl&,t:, LXX (July 29, 1902), .318. 
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to the fovea. The relatIonship between the logarIthm of the in-
tensIty and the critioal flioker frequenoy does not hold above 
and below this middle range.26 
A.a we have already seen the critical flicker frequenc., value 
depends upon the intensity of light. Besides this one extremely 
hnportant factor, there exist a number of physical, physiologi. 
cal, and P87Chologioal factor. which influence the critical 
flioker frequency. 
T.hua, the relative duration of the light and dark phases 
of the c10le also affects the oritioal flicker frequency, ~ 
longer the light phase, the higher the intensity required for 
a given critical flioker frequenoy, but the longer the dark 
phase, the more complete the reoove17 and the more nearly aero 
is the dark phase.27 
Gran! t and Harper28 have brought out the tact that the size 
ot the teat patch i8 another factor influencing the critical 
flicker frequency. 1b.e cr1 tical flicker frequency is Baid to 
increase with ~ ~a ot the flickering field. 
26 Best and Taylor, p. 1106. 
27 P.W. Oobb, H'1'he Dependence o£ Flioker 011 the Light-Dark 
RatIo of the st1rrJalua C7cle, n J. of the QRtical Sooie~ ot Amari' 
XXIV (19.34), 107-113. - - - - - - _. 
28 a. Granit and p. Harper, HOomparative Studies on the 
Peri~heral and Oentral Retina: II. Synoptio Reaotions in the 
Eye, s. l.. Physiol,., XCV (1930)., 211- 228. 
8 
It 1s recognized that the critical flicker frequency 
resulting trom the rods is highest with dark surrounds, and in 
like manner the fusion frequency due to the cones is increased 
by bright SU1TOunds, the Maximum being reached when the bright-
ness of the surrounds and 01' the teat object are equal.29 
Ths crit1cal flicker frequency 1a uaually said to be higher 
in tho periphery than in the fovea. Although it is highest in the 
fovea, the apparent discrepanoy is due to the greater spatial 
suramation in the periphery.,30 
Miller3l in 1942 utilized torty-four boys and tldrty-four 
g1rls between the ages ot six and eighteen years in an experi-
ment on flioker .t"usion. He to'und an increase in the critical 
flicker frequency for both sexes over a period or five test 
sessions. Besides, there was found a reduction ot the vatia-
bll1ty 1n the determinations or flicker fusion. He claimed h1s 
finding to be indicative .t the presence ot a definite practice 
effect. 
29 Beat and Taylor, P. 1107. 
,30 Woodworth and Schlosberg, P. 381 • 
.31 V. L. Miller, "The Critical Frequenoy Limen .for Visual 
Flioker 1n Children Between the Ages of Six and Eighteen," 
Genetic PSloholoa MonpEQRha, XXVI (August 1942), ,3.53. 
9 
Hia finding, however, has not been corroborated, In tact, Lythgo 
and Tansley in 1929, OtBrien in 1939, Simonson and Enzer in 
1941. Brozek and Keys in 1944, Tyler in 1947, Misiak 1n 1948, 
Mlles in 1950, and Fabricant and Murrows 1n 1951 tailed to tind 
anJ evidence 1n support or a practioe eftect.32 Mlsiak)3 regards 
the critioal f'licker frequency as an "inherent and stable 
characteristic of the individual," 
Since 1945 there haa flourished an ever growing interest 
In the applioation or the tlicker Method to abnormal or patho-
logical problama.34 Studies on the critical flicker frequency 
in its relation to fatigue, anoxia, anxiet7, h1PothyroidiSM, 
oerebral lesions, and age have beenmanitold. 
Simonson and Enzer,35 observing laboratory technicians and 
oftioe workers, reported a depression ot ten to fifteen per oent 
in the critioal flicker frequency during the working da7. A 
32 Robert P. Medina. "The Long Term Rtfeeta of Prefrontal 
Lobotomy' on the Flioker Fusion frequenc7 of' Light," Lozola 
Un1versl~ Thesi8, (June 1953), 12-13. 
33 H. Misiak, "Practioe on Oritioal Flicker Frequency 
Measures," !_ Gen. ~Sloholt, XXXVIII (1948), 255. 
34 Landis, p. 309. 
3S E. Simonson and !f. Enzer, "Measurement at JUsion Fre-
quency ot Flioker a8 a Teat for Fatigue or the Central Nervous 
System.-Observations on Laboratory Teohnioians and Offioe 
Workers, n i,..Indust. !!m.t. .!!!t~., XXIII (1941), 8.3-89. 
10 
better controlled atudy by Brozek, Simonson, and Keys,36 con-
sisting in .trenuous visual 1dentUioation of very small moving 
lettere, revealed a significant drop tn the flioker fusion level 
after only tout' hours of such visual work under five toot-candle 
illumination. Jones31 found a deorement 1n the f'u.aion level 
after hOUl'S of tru.ok driving. Brozek and Ke"s38 a1m1larly en-
oountere~ a decrease in the critioal flioker frequenc7 level 
when the subjects performed hard labor under high temperature 
or with 1nad.equate food intake. Miles39 and T,'ler,40 however, 
found. no changes 1n the cr1 tical. flioker .frequency which could 
be related to .fatigue. Oonsequently, the 1nf'luence of fatigue 
upon the critical flicker frequenc7 remains a moot question. 
36 J. Brozek, E. Simonson, and A. lte78, "Ohange. in Per-
torm.ance and in Ocular Functions Resulting frcm Strenuous 
ViSUAl Inapection, II !!_ i.. PSlchol., LVIII (1950), 51-66. 
37 R.B. Jones at al, "FatIgue and Hours of Serv1ce of Inter-
state 1'ruok DrIvers," u. a.Publio ~al.thr ,Srlrv. &.1l1., No. 265 
(Waah., D.O., 1941), 1~08. 
38 J. Brozek"and A. Ke7S, "Flicker haion Freq.uencl as a 
Test of Fatigue, i. Indust. !teA. an4 Tax., XXVI ~1944), 168-114. 
39 P.W. Hl1es "Flicker Fusion Fieldsl II. Technique and 
InterpretatIon," .1mer1ean Journal 9J2hthalmoloQ, XXXIII (1950), 
1069 .. 1071. 
40 D.B. 171e1". ul.".b6 Patigue of Prolonged Waketu.lness," 
Fe4er;a.t10n Prooeed1Ms .. Amer • .§9.!. • .!!!E.. Bl0., VI (1947), 218-224. 
13. 
Gellhorn and Hailman41 obtained a decrease 1n the fusion 
level in anoxia produced by' inhaling an air m1xture containing 
8.6 per oent and 7.8 per oent ot ().X'ygen respectively. Me Farland, 
Halperin, and NIven42 have also demonstrated the etfects of ano-
xia upon the oritical flicker 1"requenc,.. 
In 1947 Kru~ found a lowered critical flicker fre-
quenc,. tn combat air crew personnel suftering trom anxiet,.. 
Goldstone1a4 in 195, found that groups which were designated as 
low an1tiety groups had • Jdgher flioker fusion threshold than 
those groups t4110h WSl!"e designated as high anxiety groups. 
Enzer, Simonson, and Blanken8te~5 studied the relation 
of hypothyroIdIsm to the ori tical flicker frequeno,.. A group 
41 E. Gellhorn and H. Ha1J.man. "The Effect of Anoxia on Se ' 
organa. In,Federa~lon Proceed~8 !mer. Soc. I~Tn. Biol., II (1943), 122-12b. I - •• - - _.:;.;::a;. -
42 B.A. Me Farland, M.H. Halperin, and .1.1. Nlven, "Visual 
Thresholds as an Index ot the ModIfication o£ the Effee ts ot An .... 
xia by Glucose," Ae,. l. PhX.iol., onlV (1945), 378.388. 
43 H. E. Krugman, "Flioker Fusion Frequency a8 a Function 
ot AnXiew Reaction: An Exploratory Study," Pszohosom. }>led. 
IX" (1947), 269-212. -
44 Goldstone, p. 202. 
4S N. Emser, E. Simonson, and 3.S. Blankenste1n, "The State 
ot Sensory Centers in Patients with If.r.pothyro1dism, Annal. ~ 
Internal lie.dicine, XV (1941), &4~6'5. 
12 
of forty-five norlnal subjects had an average oritioal flioker 
frequenoy of 45.0 o.p.a. Thirteen hypothyroid patients, however, 
had a luaan critioal flioker frequency value ot 39.3 c.p.s. 
A number or studies on the fliokeI' .fusion i'requenoy ln 
relation to brain lesions have been reported. Halstead,46 for 
example, round that 1"rontal lobe injury has had a depressive 
effeot on the oritioal i'lioker .frequenoy. 11edina,l+7 on the other 
hand. found. that lobotomlzed subjects do not expen:ienoe flioker 
rusion at a lower level than normals. 
MarquiS48 demonstrated discriminatory ability after bila-
teral ooo1pital lobeotm~ in the dog. Tn18 ab1lity to d18or1m1-
nate between a dlraly lighted alley and an unlIghted alley argues 
for rod furlctlon atter oooipital lobeot~, and implies further-
more that aone vision 18 dependent upon the oerebral oortex. 
Moreover, Pulton49 states that Malmo reported ~lat Hatter re-
moval of the oocipital lobes Lin the rhesus monkey] • the vial-
..... 
46 W. C. 11alatead, Brain and Inte1l1~enee. (Chioago, 1947). 
47 Medina, p. 89. 
48 D. G. MarqUis, "Effeots ot Removal 01" the Visual Cortex 
ln Mammals w1~~ Observations on the Retention ot Llght Dlsorfml-
nation 1nDoga," Rea • .Pub1. Ass. nervi ment. Dis., XIII (1934), SS8-592. _. - - - -
49 J. F. Fulton, ! ~extbook g£ Pkl.a101ogy (Philadelphia, 
1950), P. 1.:.80. 
13 
bllity curve even at high illumination is that oharaoteristio of 
rods." Oonsequently. cone vision i8 dependent upon the visual 
oortex in the animal, whioh taot, 11: true tor man, supports an 
assertion which will be made later (SurmTlBl"Y and Conclusions). 
Age 1n relation to the oritioal flicker frequency has been 
amply studIed. In 1941 Simonson, Enzer, and Blanken8te~O noted 
that Cobb in 1934, Riddell in 1939, and Ferree and Rand in 1934 
had surmised that a deorease in the critical flicker frequency 
ooour. with an increase in age. Sinoe then Hartmann, Simonson, 
Enzer J and Blankenat.in, Miller, Brozek and Key., and )i18iak 
had perfor.med studies on the relation between flioker tusion and 
Bartmam$l in 19.34 used thirty children and th1rty' adults 
with normal visual aou! ty and normal 00101" disoriminatlon. 1be 
ages of these young ohildren ranged tram six to eleven years, 
and that of the adults from eighteen to twenty-tlve. A diso 
oomposed ot two oardboards at 180 degrees eaoh was rotated by 
a I).C. motor with regulated speed whioh could be read oft at any 
given moment trom an engineering taohometer coupled to the shaft.. 
So Simonson, EnzeX', and Blankenatein, P. 252. 
51 G.W. Hartmann "Oomparison ot the Flioker Threshold in 
Ohildren and Adults,' Ohild Development, V (1934), 122-126. 
14 
ot the motor. At first Hartmann found a higher frequency for 
children. But 10 a later series of experiments no d1fferences 
were observed. T.h18 led hjL~ to conclude that the basie mechanisms 
involved 1n the critical flioker frequency mature oomparatively 
early. He did find a higher critical flioker frequency, however, 
in nale ohildren and adults. The computed average deviations 
indicated leas variability in adults than in children. and less 
in tamales than in males. 
In 1941 Simonson, Inzer, and BlankenatelnS2 utilized forty-
seven normal aubJeota whoae ages ranged trom fourteen to eiglltr 
years and whose vision and ocular structures were normal in all 
respects. They divided their subjects into four age groups: 
(1) 10-19, (2) 20-29, (3) 30-39, and (4) over 40. Respectively 
the number of s~jects in each oategory were as follows, 4. 18, 
10, and 15. To determine the rusion frequency, theT used a rota-
I 
tor arrangement where the beam of light trom an electrio bulb 
(2, watt) was interrupted by a rotating disc with tour identical 
openings. The size of the teat area was 100 sq. mm. 'Which. at one 
meter, subtended a visual angle of one-halt degree. BinoCUlar. 
52 Simonson, Enser, and Blankenatein, P. 252-255. 
central vision was used. The speed ot rotation was measured by 
a meChanioal revolution oounter with a stopwatch. The authors 
found that the difference ot the mean values was not significant 
tram the statistical point ot view whioh might be attributed to 
the large standard (leviation in the age group ra:ng1ng .from 10 to 
29. But 1 t was found that a det1n1 te deorease of rus10n frequency 
with ag$ was de!!lOnstrated by average and nw.xUiltlm values. Their 
findings, however, indioated tll&t the standard deviation had 
dim1nish"d with age. The deorease of the ori tioal f11o,1(81' :.Cl'e_ 
quenc,. with age was interpr'eted by the authors in teI-ms or a 
"decrease of a tunda~ental sensory function ot tne oentral 
nervous system." 
In 1942 V~ller5.3 used a beam of light interrupted by a 
rotatins sector disc driven b.r an adjustable speed reduoer. The 
subjects oonsisted of two groups, torty.tour bo,.. and thirt:y-
tour girls ranging in age from six. to eigh:teen ,.ears. A telegraph 
key was utilized by the subjeots to Signal rusion. The exper1-
ment~~ round that the range of the cr1tical flicker frequency 
extended from 31.6 to 73.0 cycles per seoond with no slgn1.fioant 
change of the oritical flicker frequency with age. fr.b& boys 
• 
16 
showed higher critical flicker frequenoy values than the girls, 
a fInding in agreement with IIart."rlrumts results. The variability 
of the l'eadlnga decreased with sucoessive sittings, but the mean 
oritioal flicker frequency inoreased from the first to the seoond 
sitting. This, the author interpreted, as practice effect. 
Brozek and I{eY854 in 1945 utilized ns their subjects fifty-
six war len doing cler1cal and microscopic work. The subjeots 
ranged in age .trom 18 to 60. A flashlight bulb (Mazda No. lh, 
2.5 volts) was used as a light source. The light was 1nterrupted 
by a lWltor-driven rotating disc with two open sectors, and 
dirfuaed by an opal glass 2.5 om. in diameter. The subjeots 
vielled the light stimulus trom a d1stance of torty oentiruetera. 
The eJq18rimentel"s divided the subjeots into foux- age groups. 
They are. (1) 18-25, (2) 26-35. (3) 36-45, Uld (4) 45-60 years 
with 19, 17, 8, and 12 subjects respeotivn1,.. The average values 
of the flicker fusion ~requoncy tor these groups were 46.7, 
45. 74, 1~5.39, and 40.92 .flickers per second with standard 
deviations or 4.18, 3.59, 2.89, and 3.27. 
In 1947 M1aiak55 used an electronio apparatus whioh had a 
three watt neon lartlp, g.ivlng an intermittent light at a rate 
54 Brozek and Keys, PP. 87-90. 
55 ~~s1ak, PP. 318-332. 
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determined by three adjustable resistors. The diameter of the 
oircular test patoh was five millimeters subtending a visual 
angle or torty-eight minutes. The brightness ot the test patoh 
was six foot-candles. All the subjects were tree fran visual 
abnor.ma11ties. fbay vIewed the test patch tram a distanoe of 
13.8 inches. Two groups ot subjeots were used. One group ranging 
in age from. 19 to 30 ,-ears and the other trom 63 to 87 years. 
But both groups were equally distributed as to age. The author 
found a signifioant differenoe in the oritioal flioker frequency 
value. between young and old age tor both dominant and non-
dom1nlmt eyes. But no sex. ditterencea were round whioh would be 
signifioant. This finding he oonfirmed in a later (1951) study.56 
In that study he round that tl~ critioal flicker frequency 
decreases with age (signifioantly atter litty-five years). and 
that the standud deviation ~ age groups tends to inorease With 
age. 
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James sa1d I "The stud:r---ot illusions has been the ke:y to 
the right comprehension ot perception. u>7 ~e present study 
expects a better understanding ot a perceptual phenomenon (the 
eri tical flicker tre.quenc:r) through another peroeptual phenome-
non (the Mlillar-Lyer illusion). It too attempts a true compre-
hension of percept10n through the study of illusion. 
Since the dlscover,r ot the M81ler-Lyer figure in 1889 b7 
Mftl1er-Lyer, its reproductions in the psychological texts have 
been numerous over the last sixt,'-tive years. Mftller-L7er himself 
oontributed over a dozen variant forms of the original figure. 
However. the amount ot the illusion i tselt in several ot it. 
torms was measured by Heyman. in 1896.$8 He round that. the 
average amount of the illusion is twenty-t1ve per cent below 
optimum oonditions, when the oblique segments are one-fourth as 
long .a the horizontal segments and make only a small angle with 
the hori&ontal.$9 
57 W. James,'l'he Varieti •• ot Re1i61ous lSePerlence , A 
Mentor Book ( New-rirx, IPrlr l~8 ), P. ~. 
,58 E. G. Boring, Sensation and Perception in the 111st0!2 of 
Paychol0Q' (New York !9@), p. m'. - - - -
,59 Woodworth and Schlosberg, p. 420. 
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Boring60 and 'l'ltchener61 have each summarized some twelve 
theorles purporting to explain the Maller-Lyer illusion. A brief 
revlew of certain theories will next be given. 
Mftller-LJer himself attempted to explain the illusion In 
terms of the pr1nciple or "confluxion," a "flowing" of the main 
line in the direction ot the wings. 
Delboeut thought that the wings attract the attention away 
b-om the main lines 80 as to create the illusion. 
Accordtng to Lipps, the proponent ot the empatb1 theory, 
the MIller-Lyer illusion Is explained by the taot that perception 
is an act and that the acute-angled wings limit the aotivlty, 
whereas the obtuse-angled wings tree It. 
Par Brentano the illusion 1. explained by the principle 
that acute angles tend to be overest1mate~ and obtuse angles 
underestimated. 
Thiery propounded the perspeotive theory which holds that 
the illusion is due to the tact that the perception ot even 
simple drawings is affected by a suggestion at three dimensions. 
60 Boring, pp. 243-2LJ.5 .. 
61 E. B. 'l'itohener, Experimental Psychology. "Lualltatlve 
(New York 1901), pp. 321-327. 
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Wundt, one of the proponents ot the eye-movement theory, 
held that the extenai ve judgement inTo 1 ved in the perception of 
the illusion was mediated by eye-movement, while Heyman.~ theory 
postulated onl7 tendencies towards eye-movement that the wings 
would oreate. 
A number at studies have been carried on to teat some of 
these theories • Judd. tor example, used a 0&118ra to photograph 
eye-movements during theinepection of the illusions. He found 
that e7~vementa did not correspond to the 8Ubject~s judgement 
as Wundt f 8 theoX7 demands. 62 Oonsequently, the eye-movement 
theol'7 has been discredited. But the other theories have 
likewiae not wi thatood the rigour ot time and experiment. 
Bor1ns63 believes that the problem of illusions has now been 
bequethed to Gestalt Psychology_ 
Heymana 1n 1896 and otil8rs had noticed that continued 
exposure to a certain figure diminished the amount of the 
illusion. 64 Since then Judd, Lew!a, Seashore, orosland et al, and 
, J 
62 Woodworth and Schlosberg, P. 420. 
63 Boring, P. 245'. 
64 Woodworth and Bohlosberg, p. 422. 
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X8hler and F1ahbach have investigated this extremely interesting 
phenom.enon. 
JUdd6S 66 found that the MUller-LyeI' illusion disappears 
with repetition. In 1902, he summarized hi. oonclusions .a 
tollow •• 
The moat important tact 1. ot course the final result. 
The illusion disappears atter praotioe. It disappears not by 
any process ot judgement or anJ proce.s ot indirect oorreo. 
tion. 'l'J:w line comes to look differently than it did at first. 
A. moat striking exh1bi tion ot the ohange whioh haa taken 
place oan be seen by setting a line, atter praotioe i8 oom-
plete, at length at whioh the reoords show that one set is 
earl7 in the experiment. It seems so strikingly and 80 olear. 
ly too short to the now trained eye that it is almost unbe- . 
lievable that the illusion oould ever hall'S been so strong. We 
haye here, then, a ohange in the peroeptual. prooess, whioh 
has taken plaoe gradually through roneated efforts to deal 
directly with the objeot perceived.67 
!bus, Judd ola1ms that the illusion dis_ppears with 
pract1oe. LeWi.,68 oontends, however, that the 11lusion 4i8-
appear. only when the t1gures are exposed tor prolonged periods. 
6> O. H. JUddt "f.be MIller-Lyer Illuaion," Psychol. Rev t , l·ton. SUppl., VII 190$), $$-81. 
66 O. ~ Judd, "PractIce and Its Itf&ots on the Peroeption 
of Ulusions," Pszghol.. Rev., IX (1902), 27-39 t 
67 ibid., PP. 29-31. 
68 E. O. Lewia, "Oonf'luxion and Oontraat Effeots in the 
Mltller-L'1e1' Illusion." British Jour-nal ot Pa:yoholocg:. III (1909), 
21-41. - - -
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Momenta,ry exposure of the 1.1lusion d08S not result In its dis-
appearance, aocording to Lewis. 
Seashore et a169 present evidence that the intluence 01' 
practice depend. upon a number 01' factors, suoh as attitudes 
and lmowledge 01' results. They summarize theiIt .findings in the 
following manner: ft___ When the observer proceeds to the experi-
ment with .full lmowledge of the conditions and does not expect 
the illusion to disappear, it does pass away, and. without 
leaving arr; introspeotive evidence of the ohange, when the 
obs.rver proceeds to the experiment without &nJ' knowledge of 
illu.l~ and is led to suspect any illUSion, the torce 01' the 
illusion remains unchanged throughout long continued praotice; 
and when the observer suspects the illusion but has no detinite 
knowledge ot its cause. it tends to disappear 1n the case of 
specit1c knowledge at It.n10 
Orosland et &171 found that practice results in an initial 
increase 1n the Mfiller-Lyer illusion toll owed bJ a gradual 
decrease in the illusory etfect. 
I I 
69 Seashore et al, liThe Ettect of Practice 011 Normal 
nlusions, ft Psychol. !!!!.., !gn. ~UPP1., IX (1908), 10.3-148. 
70 ibid., p. 138. 
71 H. R. Orosland, H. R. Taylor, and S.J. Newsom, "Practice 
and Improvability in the Mdller.Lysr Illusion in Relation to 
Intelligence," l- ~. P8Icho~., II (1929), 290-304. 
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Kahler and .Fishbaok,72 however, contend that they have 
experimental evidence which suggests that repeated measurements 
destroy the M!ller-Lyer illusion by satiation rather than bJ 
learning. The tacts which they marshalled in favor of this thesis 
are as follows: (l) The destruction of the illuaion can be 
brought about by not informing the subjects that they are dealing 
with an illusIon pattern, and also when they are kept in 
ignorance as to the comparison ot their results with objective 
faots, (2) when measurements are largely replaced by satiation 
periods, the illusion can be destroyed, (3) negative illusions 
of considerable size may be established, provided that the 
destruction of' the illusion eXperiments are oontinued, (4) there 
exists some evidenoe that the illusion cannot be oompletely 
destroyed with all subjects, (5) "when atter destruotion of the 
illusion a 'normal' test pattern 1s presented in the area of the 
illusion figure, this pattern exhibIts the atter ef'feot which is 
to be expeoted it the illusion is destroyed by satiation,"7) 
72 W. KIbler and J. FIshback, nThe Destruotion ot the Mftller-
Lyer Illusion in Repeated Trials: An Examination of Two Theoriea;* 
i. !!Eo. F 'lcbol. , XXIX (1950). 267 .. 281. 
73 ibid., p. 280. 
(6) the illusion is still present in other positions, when the 
illusion bas been destroyed 1n one position, (7) "The tact that 
the illusion can be more rapidly destroyed in new positions 118s 
been derived trom the theory of satiation, ,,74 (8). "The 
observation that the illusion cannot be destroyed in tachisto-
scopic e~ertmenta, and that after its destruction under 
ordinarJ conditions it hardly appears affected in taohistoscopic 
teats, tollows ~ram the theory of figural atter-eftects,"75 and 
(9) generally, "experiments in whioh given situations are 
presented many times in suooession can be made only with 
oonsiderable caution, beoause under suoh oonditions satiation 
may affect the situations under inV8stigation_,,76 
Herr77 found that the illusion obtained in a natural 
setting can be reduoed by one-third when the subjeots are told 
to -Try to e1~inat8 the working of the wings." He also found 
74 ibid., PP. 260.281. 
75 ibid., P. 281. 
76 ibid., p. 281. 
77 v. V. Herr, "Die 11011er8nde E1nstellung bei ltontrast-
ErsoheL."l.1ll1gen, - A D1s,Bertutl~ (Bonn 1939), p. 41. 
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str1king ind1vidual differences in the reduct10n of the illusory 
effect. In tact, 80ma subjeots ahowed a greater &mOunt of the 
illusion when they were instruoted to take an isolating att1tude, 
whereas others displayed significantly d1min18bed values ot 
the illuslon.78 
The importance ot attitudes in the studies ot illusion has 
been brought out by Benuasl in 1901&.. Henu.s! round that when 
the subjeott:was instruoted to observe with a whole-peroeiving 
attitude the illusion was greater than when the subject was 
instructed to observe with a part-1aolat1ng att1tude.79 
Walters80 stated that expel"imental studies of age and 
susceptibi11ty to illusions have given us contradlotor.1 and 
ambiguous results. Binet, Van BierYllet, Rlvers, and P1ntner 
and Anderson report a decrease in the M'liller .. Lyer illusion with 
age. Oramaussel, however, found. the illusion to increase with 
78 lbid., PP. ~49. 
79 Woodworth and Schlosberg, P. 42l. 
80 A. Waltersl ftA Genetic Study ot Geometrical.Optlcal Illusiona." Gen. Psyohol. MonosraEhs, XXV (1942), 142. 
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In 1933 Hartmann and Triche8l performed an extensive 
study on illusions. He used e. group ot 2!~9 sUbjects. It con-
siated at elementary school children and junior college students 
The figure was presented tor a period ot ten seoonds. The older 
~ shoWed a sign1tioantly greater illusor,y effect than did 
the :younger group, a finding, which When seen in relation to 
the dec~ea.e ot the critical flicker frequency with age, would 
suggestLa negative relationship between the Mflller-Lyer illusion 
and the critioal flicker frequency_ This suggestion of a 
negative relationship has been ver1tied as will be seenln the 
section entitled -Results.of the Experiment." 
t , 
OHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROOEDt.lRE 
The foveae ot the sUbjects were stilnulated intermittently 
by a serles of light flashes produced by the retlecting light 
trom. a rotating dlsc. The disc was divided into alternate black 
and white sectors and reduced in size by a white reduction 
screen to a square ",hose aides equaled one inoh each. The 
intensity ot illumination of the small test patch as measured 
by a General Electric lightmeter was s1;Xteen fodl',-candles. The 
test are. subtended a visual angle of one degree at 86.5 inches 
away tram the subjeots' retinae. Consequently, binocular foveal 
vision was insured under non-dark adapted oonditions. The speed 
ot the rotating disc could be altered minutely and measured by 
a mechanioal revolution counter with a stop watch. 
Fifty healthy oollege girls ranging in age trom eighteen 
to twent'1-five were subjeots tor this experix'Ilent. The 
justifioation tor the seleoted age range is to be sought in the 
studies of Brozek and Keys (1945), and Misiak (1947), having 
been mentioned previously in the "Review of the Literature." 
All the subjeots inoluded in the experiment were tested tor 
visual acuity and color-blindness. Any visual abnormality which 
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would invalIdate the results was considered valid ground tor the 
exclusion of that subjectts results from the ftnal data sheet. 
Arter moments ot relaxation the experimenter clearly 
demonstrated to the subjeots the dIfference between flioker and 
rusion. l'hey were instructed to make their judgments ot a1 ther 
flicker or rusion as quiokly as is possible as soon as they 
heard the word "now~" Atter each' trial the subject had time 
to relax his eyes_ but was told not to close them •. A series ot 
rive measures, both trom flioker-to-tusion and. tusion-to-tlicker, 
were administered. The average of these measures was designated 
as the critical. tlicker fusional rate tor a partioular subjeot. 
The MBller-Lyer figures (one ot them always having its 
p08itlon reversed with respeot to the other one) were drawn in 
wbite 1Dk on at perfectly black cardboard. ibe variable pattern 
ot the M!ller.Lyer figure was sketched on a cardboard strip 
wb.1ch was placed against the back of a second cardboard, upon 
which the standard pattorn was drawn. The oardboard stl~ip was 
fastened to the back part ot the second oardboard in such a way 
that the main lines of the illusion always met regardless ot how 
much the oardboard strip was moved 1nwards or outwards. In the 
back of the variable pattern was plaoed a millimeter scale whioh 
enabled the experimenter to read ott the amount ot error. 
Essentially the proportions ot both tigures were taken 
over from KlShler and Fishbaok. Thus, the standard main line 
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equalled seven centirleters, and the line forming the angles 
equalled 2.7 centimeters. The size of the angles was equal to 
sixty degrees in eaoh case. All the lines were one millimeter 
wide. 
'rbe same subjects, as were used in the other part of the 
experiment, served for this part of the experiment also. Under 
light adapted condItions" being seated nine feet away from the 
illusion pattern. the subjeots were instruoted to fiXate a small 
white dot painted one centimeter underneath the center of each 
figure, and to oampare the two main lines as to equality. The 
jUdgments 01" equality or non-equality were to be made within 
two or three seoonds, otherwise the judgments were discounted. 
The method of average error was used. 1~ mean constant error 
was computed for each subject fram the resulta 01" the four 
trials. The mean then served as the index 01" the illusory 
etfect tor a particular individual. 
In order, then, to relate the two phenomena the writer 
computed the Pearson's product-moment coefficient of correla-
tion and the Spearman t • rho from the tinal averages obtained 
in eaoh case separately. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE EXPERlMENl' 
!be oomputed averages ot the oritioal flioker frequency 
and the M8ller~Lyer illusion tor each individual subjeot are 
given in the appendix. Using the regular correlation ohart and 
the given averages, the writer found a - • .31 relationship. This 
represents a definite relationship even though it is small. A 
•• 32 relationShip was obtained when the Spearman'. rho was 
computed from the same data. 
The hypothesis as stated 1n the first ohapter is denied 
on tl~ basis of the computed relationship. 
No conclusive statement can be made as regards the 
relationship between the crit1cal flicker frequency and age, 
because of an unequal distribution ot cases 1n the different 
age groups. Furthermore, no such statement seems warranted, 
beoause the age groups do not cover a considerable range as 
is usually needed for studies dealing with this problelT1 
specifically. The author. however, invites and enoourages the 
reader to examine the scores given in the appendix, and 
possibly speoulate aa to their worth to future theorization. 
This probl9.m, though interesting, is not the heart of the 
matter ot this study. 
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It should be noted that the method involved in the 
determination ot the amount of the illusory effect limited the 
range ot soores to only 1.8,5 centl!l1eters. The fixation ot the 
white dot, which aocounted for this limited range, certainly 
was not the ideal condition for the oentral factors to be 
operative. A whole attitude on the part ot the subjeots probably 
would have yielded more meaningtul results, sinoe the critical 
flicker frequenoy part ot the experiment had been geared towards 
the involvement ot same central mechanism in the brain. 
On the basis of the obtained -.31 relationship, it can be 
r~ovted that the true relationship is not zero. The standard 
error of the obtained Pearson's product-moment coefficient of 
oorrelation 1s .129. Thus, 1 t can be said that two thirds ot 
sample r'a are expected to 11e between -.18 and -.44-
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Since both the critical tlicker frequency and the Mftller. 
Lyer 11lus1on are said to be central phenomena, and since there 
does exist some inverse relationshIp between the two phenomena 
as attested in their relationship with the age factor, it seemed 
plauslble to the author that there might exist a moderate 
negative relationship (-.40 and up) between the two factors in 
question. 
In order to teat this hypothesis, fitty college girls who 
were free from visual detects were utilized in the experiment. 
Reflect·ed light .from a rotating disc served as the stimulus 
in the determination of flicker fusion. Five tlicker-to-tusion 
and tive tusion-to-tlicker trials were administered under 
standard and controlled conditions. The average ot ten trials 
was used as the index ot the critical tlicker frequency for a 
particular individual. 
The method ot average error was used to determine the 
amount of the illusory effect for each individual. Four 
ascending-and-descending trials were given in mixed order. The 
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average ot these trials represented the index of the amount ot 
the illusory effect for a particular individual. 
The computed Pearson's produot-moment ooefficient of 
oorrelat1on was -.31, and the Spearman's rho computed from the 
same data amounted to a negative relat1onah1p of .)2. The 
obtained •• 31 relationship does not cont1r.m the hypothesis as 
stated, but dId auggest that the method employed 1n the illusion 
experiment had worked against or even prevented a possibly 
higher relationship. 
~e attempt to verity statistically that the oritical 
flioker frequency and tl~ Maller-Lyer illusion are centrally 
organized has ended in partial failure, since the obta1ned 
relationship (-.31) is too small. The results, however, suggest 
a tendency towards one at the four possIble alternate 
propositions In. connectlon;.'wlth this problem. The f.our 
alternatives arel (1) the critical flicker :frequency i8 
peripherally organised, whereas the Maller-Lyer illusion 1s 
centrally patterned, (2) the critioal flicker frequency 1s 
centrally organized, while the Mlller.Lyer illusion is 
peripherally patterned, (3) both the critical flicker frequency 
and the Maller-Lyer illusion are peripherally o~ganized. and 
(4) both the ori tioal flioker frequenoy and. ~bG -,Mtiller.Lyer 
./:,' ... - . " . 
illusion are centrall,. patterned. f, .. /' LC,(LiL\ 
~ ~Nl'T;-;C::~TY 
'~ -~ ·~~·~51~·.·,~ ._~:'.' __ 
Alternatives t1:lree and four are in greater agreement with 
the obtained results than are possibilities one and two. It 
follows, then, that either possibility three or tour is the 
moat probable alternative in which to place trust. Since, as 
we have seen previously, foveal vision implies some cerebral 
action in the animal, 1t would seam reasonable to assume that 
the fourth alternative is the best alternative because the 
oritioal flicker frequency was obtained under foveal vision. 
Consequently, this study suggests that both phenomena are 
centr8J.ly patterned,. but that d1frerent pathways might be 
involved. 
Kahler and Wallach82 used the term satiation to mean an 
alteration in the brain medium brought about by the prolonged 
presence ot a given figure in a particular cortical area. 
X8hler and Fishback found that illusion is lessened by long 
tixation periods, a finding Which is a oorroboration of the 
K8hle~Wallach theory ot satiati~n. The relationSh1p obtained 
in thia study will now be used to explain the two phenomena 
in terma ot the satiation theory. 1'h.U8, continual flicker in 
one spot creates a highly satiated area in the oortex l~ch 
impede, the perception of the tlickered light as continuous, 
82 W. K8hler and H. Wallach, "Figural Atter-Efrect~u An 
Investigation ot Visual Processes," Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 
LXXXVIII (1944), 269-357. - - -
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thereby resulting in a high OFF threshold, 8) while in the oaS8 
ot the MIller.Lyer illusion a highly satiated oortioal region 
builds up the resistance in the neighboring tissue and impedes 
the spread tram the affected cortical region. 
8) H. H. Spitz, "The Present Status ot the K&lle:r-Wallaoh 
'l'heory of SAtiation," 'aohq,,'-. 5!t!lrl:et1n, LV (Janua%'7 1958), 1-28. 
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APPENDIX 
THE COMPUTED AVERAGES OF THE ORITIOAL FLICKER 
FREQUENCY AND 'niB MOLLER-LYER ILLUSION FOR 
EACH INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT 
Subject Age Fusion Mean in Illusory Effect 
Oycles per sec" in centimeters. 
1. T. F. 18 42.72 2.20 
2. M. K. 18 47.00 2.40 
3. B. H. 18 44.58 1.93 
4. D. z. 19 45.69 1.75 
5. B. D. 19 46.62 1.53 
6. v. Z. 19 43.59 1.63 
7. s. o. 19 46.71 1.73 
8. B. F. 19 48.60 1.83 
9. M. K. 19 45,83 1.90 
10. P. L. 19 48.68 2.05 
11. B. It. 19 41.70 2.10 
12. A. M. 19 45.50 2.00 
13. M. O. 19 43.26 2.90 
14. M. L. 19 47.59 2.65 
15. M. D. 19 39.79 2.50 
16. K. M. 19 43.56 2.50 
40 
APPRNDIX (oontinued) 
:8ubject Age Fusion Mean in Illusory Effect 
Oycles Per Sec. in Centimeters. 
17. c. M. 19 40.91 2.30 
18. E. M. 19 51.58 2 • .38 
19. 1-1. B. 19 44.45 2.48 
20. P. P. N. 19 47.40 1.10 
21. s. s. 19 44.08 2.10 
22. K. D. 19 47.11 1.68 
23. B. P. 20 42.85 1.43 
24. P.A. 20 45.84 2.53 
25. M. G. R. 20 47.94 2.15 
26. D. L. 20 44.34 2.05 
27. B. M. 20 44.80 1.90 
28. M. c. 20 47.12 1.90 
29. s. B. 20 42.83 1.93 
.30. N. s. 20 4lh40 1.65 
31. T. M. 20 45.87 1.43 
32. K. B. 20 42.34 2.30 
3'>. s. S. M. 20 45.2,3 1.90 
34. M. J. G. 20 48.25 1.63 
35. M. c. 21 50.56 2.05 
36,. 1-1. R. 21 47.12 1.78 
37" o. A. 21 47.84 2.15 
APPENDIX (continued) 
Subject Age Fusion Mean in Cycles Per Sec. 
I11US0fim Effect 
in Cent etars. 
38. R. K. 21 41.68 2.95 
39. M. J. M.21 44.01 2.40 
40. M. J: 21 45.10 2.40 
41. J. I. 21 45.57 2.35 
42. A. L. 21. 49.76 1.98 
43. G. o. 22 1~.51 1.85 
44. J. s. 22 41.11 2.0,3 
45. B. o. 22 45.31 1.40 
46. P. M. 23 50.01 1.85 
47. M. A. ,.23 43.84 2.33 
48. G. G. 24 47.75 1.68 
49. J. K. 25 42.56 2.30 
50. s. o. 25 48.37 1.78 
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APPENDIX (oontinued) 
MAXIMUM, MEAN, AND MINIMUM FUSION VALUES FOR DIVERSE 
AGE LEVELS OF FIFTY SUBJEOTS 
Age Level N Maximum Mean Minimum 
Frequenoy Frequenoy Frequenoy 
(Cycles/See) (Cyoles/See) (Cycles/Sec 
18 :3 47.00 44.77 42.72 
19 19 51.58 45.40 39.79 
20 12 48.25 45.15 42.34 
21 8 50.56 46.45 41.68 
222 3 48.51 44.98 41.11 
23 2 50.01 46.92 43.84 
24 1 47.75 47.75 47.75 
25 2 48.37 45.47 42.56 
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